1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Recognising a specific object and saying aloud its name promptly are rather effortless for the most part. However, deficits in naming objects emerge as a frequent symptom of brain damage ([@bb007]; [@bb008]; [@bb0045]; [@bb0046]) occurring, for instance, in at least 14% of stroke patients (e.g. [@bb0076]; [@bb0099]). In clinical practice, object naming is widely used as a test of language functions in bedside neuropsychological examination (e.g. in MoCA, MMSE). It is also common as a behavioural treatment approach for naming disorders, or aphasia at large, to train whole word naming to simple pictures (e.g. [@bb0022]; [@bb0075]). In this study, we examined the cognitive and neural relevance between object naming and other visual speech production tasks using a lesion--deficit mapping approach.

Deficits in object naming among neurological patients could arise at several levels of processing. Existing cognitive theories ([@bb0050]; [@bb0062]) posit that naming an object requires at a minimum four processing steps to take place: 1) visual perception; 2) retrieval of semantic knowledge about the object; 3) access to the associated phonological representation; and 4) articulation. Likewise, a neuroanatomically-constrained model ([@bb00104]; [@bb00103]) specifically highlights the interactive contribution of semantic and phonological pathways in supporting naming. Disruptions to various parts of these pathways, using computational stimulation, have been shown to affect naming and other spoken language abilities. In correspondence with the computational account, an elegant VBM study by Butler and collaborators ([@bb0014]) examined the common neuro-cognitive components that are shared across a number of language (including object naming) and executive function tasks. They identified three components: phonology, semantic and executive-cognition. In particular, object naming was loaded almost equally on both phonology and semantic. Also, as reported in this study, the phonological component was related to the left perisylvian regions encompassing the temporal, insula and inferior frontal cortices while the semantic component was related to the left anterior temporal area.

Evidence from neuropsychological reports suggests that object naming is supported by a large network of different brain regions along the Sylvian fissure with the left frontal and temporal lobes being particularly critical ([@bb0025; @bb0024]; [@bb0043; @bb0044]). [@bb004] used voxel-based lesion symptom mapping to relate performance on a test of object naming to neural correlates based on the lesion maps of patients with left hemispheric stroke. Their results showed an association between naming deficits and lesions to significant portions of the left temporal cortex including the superior and middle sections and underlying white matter with an extension to the inferior parietal cortex. Similar patterns of extensive left perisylvian lesions were reported in studies using cortical electrical stimulation during neurosurgery ([@bb0023]) and perfusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging ([@bb0027]). In particular, [@bb0027] identified the lesions to the superior and middle temporal gyri and the anterior temporal pole to be most predictive of the lexical--semantic mapping deficits (i.e. a failure to linking concepts to phonological output) in naming. Additionally, a recently growing body of literature has emphasised the role of the anterior temporal lobe (ATL) in naming (e.g. [@bb0030]; [@bb0085]). Notably patients with semantic dementia typically have prominent ATL atrophy and progressive anomia (i.e. naming impairment) ([@bb0012]; [@bb0051]; [@bb0077]). According to Patterson and Roger ([@bb0079]; [@bb0086]), ATL serves as a central representation 'hub' of the brain, integrating modality-specific representations (e.g. smell, shape, colour, name) from different regions to constitute domain-general concepts (see also [@bb0057] for a review).

In many neuropsychological studies of object naming (e.g. [@bb004]; [@bb0027]), patients have been restricted to those only with left hemispheric damage. This limited the ability to draw inferences about potential contributions of particular regions in the rest of the brain to a given function. For example, [@bb0011] examined the anatomical organisation of object naming using voxel-based morphometry (VBM) in patients with a range of neurodegenerative diseases. They reported a link between overall naming performance and bilateral atrophy in the superior and inferior temporal gyri, anterior fusiforms and hippocampi, in additional to some left-sided atrophy. Similarly, studies using functional imaging show activations in extensive brain regions during object naming ([@bb0033]; [@bb0061]; [@bb0078]; [@bb0097]). [@bb0082] conducted a meta-analysis of the functional imaging studies on object naming in healthy individuals. This meta-analysis study identified regions primarily along the occipito-temporal cortices on the left; however, greater involvement of the right hemisphere was also noted when object naming was compared with baseline conditions controlling for perceptual processing and speech production. In the current study, we performed the whole brain correlation analysis using VBM.

Object naming is very similar to other speech production abilities such as reading as they both require speech response driven by visual inputs. Interestingly, however, there is limited comprehensive account of how object naming is distinguished from other visual speech production tasks at the neuronal level. Only a few fMRI studies have directly contrasted the neural activation of object naming to single word reading ([@bb0010]; [@bb0072]; [@bb0083]). For example, [@bb0072] study found shared mechanism in the inferior temporal cortex (among other regions) which responded more to both words and objects relative to viewing meaningless visual stimuli. Compared with word reading, increased activation during object naming was observed in the anterior fusiform. The authors ([@bb0072]) explained that the anterior part of fusiform has been linked to semantic processing, with object naming being more dependent on semantic processing than reading. Functional imaging studies of other speech production tasks alone such as sentence production in picture description (e.g. [@bb0037]) highlight the involvement of a large bilateral network which includes both the anterior (e.g. inferior frontal gyrus, anterior part of superior and middle temporal gyri) and posterior (e.g. temporo-parietal and occipital cortices) regions of the left hemisphere. However, there is a lack of neuropsychological data directly comparing performance on object naming with a series of visual speech production tasks using a common set of patients.

The present study used performance data from a stroke sample on a clinical cognitive screen (BCoS; [@bb0049]). The BCoS assesses language abilities including object naming as well as reading and picture description (see the Behavioural Measures subsection and the Supplementary material S1, for detailed description). All these tasks assess identification of visual stimuli and generation of spoken responses. Despite the similarities, each task potentially has its specific demands. To increase the demands on recognition and semantic processing, the object naming task in BCoS includes low frequency object items. In contrast, the sentence production (picture description) task is designed to assess primarily syntactic and morphological processing while demands on recognition and semantic/name retrieval of the target objects were made minimal (by using very frequent object items, e.g. 'book', and also by actually providing the name of the target objects alongside the picture stimulus to the participant). The sentence reading task requires the participant to read aloud a sentence containing some relatively low frequency and exception words (i.e.'irregular words' as described in [@bb0020]). This task would tap the lexical and non-lexical phonological processing. Finally, BCoS also assesses nonword reading, which can only be achieved by non-lexical phonological processing and not aided with semantic knowledge. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} outlines the potential cognitive--language processes underlying these four visual speech production tasks. We speculate that the object naming task may have greater demands on recognition and semantic knowledge of objects relative to other tasks tested in the present study.

In a large sample of sub-acute stroke patients, we examined the lesions associated with impaired object naming and then in relation to other visual speech production tasks (in order to isolate regions specific to object naming). As another approach, we also performed a principal component analysis in order to identify the shared and unique mechanisms of object naming and the other language tasks. We applied a fully-automated voxel-based correlational method to assess the relationship between the performance on the language tasks (based on the raw and PCA scores) and the density of grey and white matters (based on patients\' clinical CT scans).

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

2.1. Subjects {#sec2.1}
-------------

All patients were recruited from the stroke units of 12 hospitals in the West Midlands, UK, as part of the Birmingham University Cognitive Screen trial (BUCS; [[http://www.bucs.bham.ac.uk]{.ul}](http://www.bucs.bham.ac.uk){#interref1}). The broad inclusion criteria of the trial were that the patient should be at the sub-acute stage (\<120 days post-stroke), physically stable and well enough to maintain concentration for around an hour to complete the cognitive assessment (judged by a trained assessor of the multi-disciplinary stroke team). No restrictions were placed according to aphasic type or severity. The sample of this present study was made up of 280 patients (141 males, average age: 70.88 years ± 14.06std, ranging between 26 and 93 years) selected from the BUCS database of 532 cases with clinical CT scans available. As previously estimated in the patient group of the BUCS trial, 41.4% had middle cerebral artery (MCA) stroke, 10.4% posterior cerebral artery stroke and 13.4% due to other affected vascular territories ([@bb0016]). For the present study, we excluded patients whose CT scans were of poor quality (n = 37), or if the scans showed abnormally large ventricles (n = 4). To control for the potential confounding effect due to the presence of abrupt high intensity signals, we also eliminated cases with haemorrhage (n = 42). We further excluded patients who were non-right-handed (n = 54), or who were scanned more than 120 days post-stroke (n = 1) or on the same day (within 24 h) of their stroke (n = 114). This resulted to a final total of 280 patients. A lesion overlap map for our patients is presented in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. As shown, lesions of the patients cover the entire brain in the two hemispheres with maximum overlaps in the right MCA territory (see Supplementary material S3 for the method used to create the individual lesion maps).

All patients provided written informed consent conforming to the ethics protocols approved by the UK National Health Service ethics committee, the local NHS trusts and the Birmingham University ethics procedures.

2.2. Behavioural measures {#sec2.2}
-------------------------

The cognitive abilities of the patients were examined using the BCoS Cognitive Screen ([@bb0049]) (see also [@bb009]; [[http://www.cognitionmatters.org.uk]{.ul}](http://www.cognitionmatters.org.uk){#interref2}). The test battery was developed to examine five core 'domains' of daily cognitive functions: i) language, ii) attention and executive functions, iii) memory, iv) praxis and v) number processing. This is achieved by 27 paper and pencil tasks with each designed to tap into various cognitive processes under each domain ([[http://www.cognitionmatters.org.uk/bcos.php]{.ul}](http://www.cognitionmatters.org.uk/bcos.php){#interref3}). The tests were designed to be aphasia and neglect friendly, to be as sensitive as possible to identify cognitive impairments (with validated age-matched cut-off scores) and to optimise time efficient test administration (i.e. the entire screen was developed to be completed within 60 min). During the study, experimenters were blind to the specific condition of the patient and the location of any lesion. On average, patients were tested 24 days post-stroke (with 65% tested within the first month after stroke).

### 2.2.1. Object naming {#sec2.2.1}

Object naming falls within the language domain of BCoS (also referred to as 'picture naming'). The stimuli comprise 14 grey-level, shaded hand drawings. The items were chosen to cover a range of frequency according to the subjective familiarity ratings (469--543 out of 700) from the MRC psycholinguistic database ([@bb00107]). In order to represent a variety of semantic categories, half of the items were living things (e.g. bat) and half non-living (e.g. spanner). Among the living items there were 2 animals, 3 fruits and 2 vegetables while the non-living category consisted of 2 tools, 1 kitchen implement and 4 other household implements. In order to detect word production problems sensitive to stimulus length, half of the items had a long name (being composed of 6--9 letters) and half a short name (3--5 letters). During the task, participants were presented with each drawing of an object printed centrally on an A4 sheet of paper. A maximum of 15 s was allowed per item for the patient to give a response. Each correct naming response carried one point and the maximum task score was 14.

### 2.2.2. Other visual speech production tasks {#sec2.2.2}

In addition to object naming, we assessed performance on other BCoS tests that also required speech output to visual stimuli. The tests included sentence production to a picture (to describe what a person was doing), reading a sentence containing some low frequency and exception words and reading some nonwords (for details, refer to the Supplementary material S1).

2.3. Neuroimaging assessment {#sec2.3}
----------------------------

### 2.3.1. Acquisition of brain images {#sec2.3.1}

For each patient, computed tomography (CT) images were collected as part of the standard clinical procedures. The scans were acquired using one of these scanners: Siemens Sensation 16; GE Medical System LightSpeed 16 or LightSpeed plus. The CT images were provided by the hospitals in digital DICOM format after they had been anonymised. These images covered the whole brain with an in-plane resolution of 0.5 × 0.5 mm^2^ and a slice thickness of 4--5 mm. The in-plane resolution (along the x--y plane) of a CT image was higher than that of a typical MR structural scan (1 × 1 mm^2^), but the resolution along the superior--inferior direction (z-axis) was poorer in CT compared to MR.

CT images depict the density of the tissue and as such have a clear biological interpretation. CT scans also provide an undistorted image of the tissue density. However, changes in tissue density, especially due to ischemic stroke, may be underestimated on a CT scan, at least when the scan is conducted within the first 24 h after a stroke ([@bb0069]). Therefore, in the current study, we included only patients who had their CT taken at least 24 h post-stroke. Also, to account for possible changes in lesions following a stroke, the analysis models included as a covariate the interval (in days) between the stroke and the CT scan. On average the CT scans were taken 7.26 days after stroke, with 74% of cases within 1 week of the stroke.

### 2.3.2. Pre-processing of brain images {#sec2.3.2}

The CT images were pre-processed using SPM8 (Statistical Parametric Mapping, Welcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, United Kingdom; [[http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/\~spm]{.ul}](http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/~spm){#interref4}). The quality of the CT scans was first assessed visually to ensure that only good quality data (e.g. free from head movement and other image artefacts) were included in the analysis. This quality check was done on the raw CT images and also on the segmented, normalised images by comparing them to the a-priori tissue templates. This resulted in removal of around 7% of the patients. Pre-processing started with converting the images to NIfTI format and normalising ([@bb002]) them to an in-house CT template. This initial normalisation stage was primarily based on skull shape and aimed to transform the images into MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) space to optimise the following procedures. Next, the unified-segmentation algorithm implemented in SPM12 (i.e. Seg8 in SPM8; [@bb003]) was employed. In the unified model, the priors of the tissue class, from which intensities are drawn, are encoded by deformable tissue probability maps. The a-priori tissue class maps indicate the probability of finding expected signal sources at each voxel: grey matter (GM), white matter (WM), cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), bone, fat and air in the brain. To account for the presence of damaged tissue due to stroke, a modified segmentation procedure similar to the approach of [@bb0094] was adopted to include a seventh tissue class. In creating an additional prior for abnormal tissue, we assumed that in each grey or white matter voxel there is a 10% chance of it belonging to an abnormal tissue class. This 10% estimation was computed based on the lesion volume size (versus the brain size) estimated in the BUCS database (for details, see [@bb0018]). Furthermore, for the grey and white matter tissue classification, we assumed a single Gaussian distribution for the underlying intensities. To account for potential inhomogeneity of the abnormal tissue we used 2 different Gaussian distributions to model the intensities in this tissue class. What is more, CT images as opposed to MRI do not suffer field bias due to field strength inhomogeneity; therefore we did not correct for that in the model. Finally, the segmented white and grey matter images were normalised using the parameters estimated in the unified-segmentation algorithm again and smoothed using a 12-mm full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel to accommodate random field theory assumptions of continuity ([@bb00109]). The preprocessed GM and WM maps were then used in our analyses to explore voxel by voxel the relationship between brain lesion and behavioural performance.

2.4. Data analysis {#sec2.4}
------------------

### 2.4.1. Behavioural measures {#sec2.4.1}

All the patients completed the object naming test. For the additional visual speech production tasks used in the analyses, we replaced missing data with the group average. Data from 2 patients were missing in sentence reading, 8 in sentence production and 8 in nonword reading. To examine the relationship between the performance on object naming and the covariates, a non-parametric Spearman-rank correlation (two-tailed) analysis was carried out.

Principal component analysis (PCA) was performed using Matlab 7.9 (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) to identify shared and unique components of object naming in relation to other language tasks. Our sample consisted of 280 subjects, which is considered fairly adequate (N = 300) for PCA ([@bb0021]). To increase the robustness of the analysis, especially for small to moderate sample size, a subject-to-variable ratio of at least 5:1 has also been suggested ([@bb0039]). With 280 cases and 4 variables in this study, a ratio of 70:1 is very adequate to justify the purposes of PCA. The use of PCA to rotate behavioural data which is then related to the distribution of brain lesions has been demonstrated in recent neuropsychological studies of stroke ([@bb0014]; [@bb0017]) and developmental prosopagnosia ([@bb0034]).

To account for differences in the maximum scores of the language tests (object naming: 14; picture description: 8; sentence reading: 40; nonword reading: 6), we re-scaled the raw scores on each test linearly to range between 0 and 20. We used in the PCA the re-scaled scores of the 280 participants on the four language tests and then extracted component loadings (i.e. coefficients) and eigenvalues. No additional rotation was applied to the data. Individual performance scores on each principal component were also derived and used in the VBM analyses.

### 2.4.2. Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) {#sec2.4.2}

Using SPM8, all reported VBM analyses were performed on the scans from 280 patients to determine the neural correlates of object naming and its related cognitive components. Random effects analyses were conducted within the general linear model framework and correlations between the behavioural measures and the integrity of brain tissues were computed ([@bb9000]).

We created three separate general linear models. First, we determined the common lesions that were associated with object naming deficits in our sample using the participants\' raw scores (Analysis 1). Second, we identified the lesions unique for object naming by controlling in the model for other language tasks including sentence production, sentence reading and nonword reading (Analysis 2). Third, we examined the neural correlates of the individual scores on the principal components derived from the PCA (Analysis 3). This model included all principal components though we focused primarily on the lesions associated with a shared language component and a component that was unique to object naming. Reduced integrity of grey and white matter was analysed separately for each model.

In all analyses, the following measures were included as covariates of no interest: age, gender, years of education, interval between stroke and CT scanning, interval between stroke and cognitive testing, and measures of general cognitive state (we used tests of each participant\'s overall orientation, see Supplementary material S2 for details). Inclusion of these covariates allowed us to control for various confounding factors that might have a potential impact on cognitive performance or the extent of lesion. We focused on results that were reliable at a FWE-corrected threshold of *p* \< 0.05 at the cluster level, unless stated otherwise. For completeness we report in the tables all clusters with a voxel-wise threshold of Z = 2.32 and an extent threshold of at least 300 voxels (the expected cluster size by chance with the above Z threshold is 233 voxels). The brain co-ordinates throughout are presented in the standardised MNI space. Anatomical labelling was based on the Anatomical Automatic Labelling toolbox ([@bb00102]), [@bb0032] Human Brain Atlas, the JHU White matter tractography atlas ([@bb0048]) and the MRI Atlas of Human White Matter by [@bb0073].

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Behavioural results {#sec3.1}
------------------------

On average, patients were able to name 10.02 (sd = 3.88) objects correctly. Compared to the cut-off points established from the age-matched healthy controls ([[http://www.bcos.bham.ac.uk]{.ul}](http://www.bcos.bham.ac.uk){#interref5}), 108 patients scored lower than the cut-off points and were classified as impaired. [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} provides the descriptive data and average scores on the cognitive and language tasks.

Performance on object naming was significantly but weakly associated with age (*r*~*s*~ = −0.164, *p* \< 0.01) and years of education (*r*~*s*~ = 0.218, *p* \< 0.01). In addition, individuals who performed worse at object naming also had poorer overall 'orientation', measured in terms of their knowledge of personal information (*r*~*s*~ = 0.548, *p* \< 0.01) and time and space (*r~s~* = 0.328, *p* \< 0.01). Assessment on the 'time and space' measure was based on multiple-choice tests and hence did not rely on speech production. Not surprisingly object naming was correlated significantly with all other language measures including sentence production (*r*~*s*~ = 0.596, *p* \< 0.01), sentence reading (*r*~*s*~ = 0.636, *p* \< 0.01) and nonword reading (*r*~*s*~ = 0.566, *p* \< 0.01).

As an attempt to dissociate processes underlying object naming and the other visual speech production tasks, we ran a PCA on the re-scaled raw data of four language tests (i.e. object naming, sentence production, sentence and non-word reading). The PCA revealed that the four tasks all loaded on the first component with loadings ranging between 0.4 and 0.6. This 'shared' component accounted for 77.9% of the variance. As all the tasks required both visual perception and generation of a verbal response, we assume that this component represents a process relating to the conversion of visual information into phonological outputs. Another component of interest accounted for 4.7% of the variability and had a dominant high loading from object naming, separating it from the other three visual speech production tasks. This suggests that there are processes that are uniquely involved in object naming but not in any other language tasks tested. [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} shows the loadings on these two components and the correlations between the raw scores on each language test and the individual scores on each of the two principal components. There were two other components from the PCA outputs: 1) one dissociating nonword reading from the other three language tasks (11.6% of the variance explained); and 2) one specifically dissociating sentence reading from sentence production (5.8% of the variance explained). As these two other components were not unique for object naming, they were not the central focus of the present study (although they were also included in the GLM model).

To further explore the presence of a unique object naming component we counted the number of patients who were classified as impaired in object naming but showed normal performance on all the other language tasks. Only 7 patients fulfilled the criteria. On the other hand, there were 10 patients classified as impaired in all the three language tasks but retained normal functioning in object naming. This may suggest a potential double dissociation between object naming and other visual--speech language tasks although it appears to be a very rare phenomenon.

As lesion size is a factor potentially contributing to the severity of any deficit, each patient\'s lesion volume was calculated. We then examined its relationship with the performance on the four language tasks and the rotated scores for the shared and unique naming components. Lesion volume correlated weakly with object naming (*r~s~* = −0.167, *p* = 0.005), sentence reading (*r*~*s*~ = −0.136, *p* = 0.023), sentence production (*r~s~* = −0.207, *p* \< 0.001) and nonword reading (*r*~*s*~ = −0.126, *p* = 0.035). Regarding the PCA components, lesion volume again correlated weakly with the general language component (*r~s~* = −0.175, *p* = 0.003) but not at all with the unique naming component (*r~s~* = −0.058, *p* = 0.337).

3.2. Neuroimaging results {#sec3.2}
-------------------------

Next, we related the behavioural measures to the neuroimaging data in order to determine the structural lesion correlates of object naming and their associations with underlying cognitive processes represented by the two principal components of interest. Here, we report the results of three analyses, and for each we computed separate probability maps for the grey and white matter (GM & WM, respectively): Analysis 1 --- correlation with only the raw score of object naming; Analysis 2 --- correlation with object naming after accounting for performances on the other visual speech production tasks; and Analysis 3 --- (a) correlation with the individual scores on the 'shared' language component and (b) with the 'unique' object naming component.

### 3.2.1. GM analyses {#sec3.2.1}

#### 3.2.1.1. Analysis 1 --- overall performance on object naming {#sec3.2.1.1}

This VBM analysis based on the raw scores of object naming alone revealed a significant positive relationship with voxels in the left fronto-temporal and medial temporal regions and also the bilateral occipital cortices. In particular, impaired performance was significantly associated with GM damage in the bilateral posterior visual cortices, the left superior temporal gyrus extending to the insula and inferior frontal gyrus, and the left fusiform ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, Analysis 1).

#### 3.2.1.2. Analysis 2 --- performance on object naming in relation to the other language tasks {#sec3.2.1.2}

To identify the neural correlates specific to object naming but not to other visual speech production tasks, we included the scores of 3 other language tests (i.e. sentence production, sentence reading and non-word reading) as covariates in a separate model. The results of this analysis did not survive the cluster-level threshold of *p* \< 0.05 with FWE correction. However, they do suggest that lesions to the bilateral anterior superior temporal and inferior frontal gyri, the left hippocampus and several regions in the cerebellum were associated uniquely with object naming ([Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}, Analysis 2). Notably, lesions to the left fusiform and lingual gyri were not found to be associated uniquely with object naming after we controlled for the other language tasks.

#### 3.2.1.3. Analysis 3 --- the 'shared' and 'unique' naming components {#sec3.2.1.3}

This VBM analysis correlated each brain voxel with the subject\'s score on a principal component generated from the PCA procedure. From Analysis 3a ([Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}), the 'share' component was reliably correlated with lesions in the left lateral fronto-temporal and fusiform regions and the bilateral visual cortices. These were similar to the lesion pattern observed when performance on object naming was modelled alone (without controlling for any other language tasks, i.e. [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, Analysis 1; see also [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). On the other hand, the lesion pattern associated with the 'unique' naming component ([Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}, Analysis 3b) mirrored the results yielded in Analysis 2 ([Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}) where performances on the other three language tasks were partialled out from object naming ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}).

### 3.2.2. WM analyses {#sec3.2.2}

#### 3.2.2.1. Analysis 1 --- overall performance on object naming {#sec3.2.2.1}

VBM analysis of WM maps and object naming scores alone revealed a significant relationship between object naming deficits and reduced white matter density in an extensive region encompassing the temporal and inferior parietal lobes in the left hemisphere and the bilateral visual cortices ([Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}, Analysis 1). Damage to WM in temporo-parietal areas is likely to disconnect the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, parts of the superior longitudinal fasciculus including the arcuate fasciculus ([@bb0048]; [@bb0073]). Lesions in the bilateral occipital cortices, on the other hand, are linked to damage of the posterior end of the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculi ([@bb0048]; [@bb0073]).

#### 3.2.2.2. Analysis 2 --- performance on object naming in relation to the other language tasks {#sec3.2.2.2}

After controlling for performances on the three other visual speech production tasks, object naming correlated with WM integrity of a smaller area in the left temporal lobe and a small cluster of voxels in the cerebellum ([Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"}, Analysis 2). However, these relationships were only weakly reliable at the cluster level. Lesion to this temporal area affects most likely the temporal tail of the arcuate fasciculus. Damage to the cerebellum, on the other hand, is likely to impede transfer of information along the middle cerebellar peduncle.

#### 3.2.2.3. Analysis 3 --- the 'shared' and 'unique' naming components {#sec3.2.2.3}

A significant relationship was found between the subject\'s score on the 'shared' component and WM density of an extensive region in the left temporal and parietal cortices and the bilateral occipital cortices ([Table 6](#t0030){ref-type="table"}, Analysis 3a). There is a high degree of similarities between these results and those of Analysis 1, which modelled object naming alone ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the white matters associated with the 'unique' naming component ([Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"}, Analysis 3b) greatly overlap with the outputs of Analysis 2 ([Table 7](#t0035){ref-type="table"}), the one that looked at object naming after partialling out the performances on other language tasks ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}).

Finally, we included lesion volume as an additional covariate in all the VBM analyses and the pattern of results did not change.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

To examine the relationship between object naming and other visual speech production tasks, we carried out a principal component analysis across the language tasks. This analysis revealed a 'shared' component that loaded across all the tasks. This component was linked to damage to the bilateral posterior occipital cortices and left-lateralised regions including the fusiform and the superior temporal gyrus (STG) extending into the insula and the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). Similarly, the white matter damage associated with this 'shared' language component was left lateralised. These regions were also related to poor object naming when it was assessed alone without controlling for performances on other visual speech production tasks. In contrast to these analyses of common language processes, we also evaluated the processes particularly stressed in object naming by (i) including the other visual speech production tasks as regressors in the VBM analysis and (ii) examining the 'unique' naming component that dissociates object naming from the other tasks. These analyses indicated particular involvement in object naming of the two anterior superior temporal poles (extending to IFG), as well as the hippocampus and cerebellum.

4.1. Shared neural substrates of object naming {#sec4.1}
----------------------------------------------

PCA across object naming, sentence production, and sentence and nonword reading produced a component that accounted for more than 75% of the total variance and the loadings from the four tasks on this component ranged between 0.4 and 0.6. This 'shared' component is likely to stress more visual recognition, phonological retrieval and articulation because all the tasks rely on speech response to a visual input and the nonword reading task would not require semantic processing. When analysed alone, object naming (Analysis 1) was linked to the same left lateralised network as the 'shared' component (Analysis 3a). This indicates that without additional care being taken to isolate factors stressed by object naming, lesion--symptom analyses of object naming tend to highlight visual and phonological processing found in a number of language tasks.

The four language tasks employed in the present study all potentially demand high-level processing of visual inputs. This may be why the shared component was linked to the lateral occipital cortex and the fusiform gyrus. In agreement with our findings, these two regions have often been associated with processing of complex visual inputs such as faces, objects and words ([@bb005; @bb006]; [@bb0029]; [@bb0038]; [@bb0040]; [@bb0052]; [@bb0063]; [@bb0067]), even though each type of stimulus may recruit slightly different segments of the striate and extrastriate cortices (see [@bb0026]; [@bb0066], but also [@bb0081]; [@bb0098]). Yet, it is likely that stroke which typically affects a large area in the brain impairs various types of high-level visual processing simultaneously (as in our case) due to the spatial proximity of the corresponding loci within the occipito-temporal regions.

The involvement of the left inferolateral frontal gyrus (extending to the insula) and the superior temporal gyrus in shared language processes is not surprising. These results accord with a recent study showing links between these temporo-frontal areas and a phonological factor of language ([@bb0014]). The IFG has long been held to play an important role in the production of meaningful speech ([@bb0013]). Infarction to this frontal area has been related to a number of speech impediments including apraxia of speech and expressive aphasia (for a detailed review, see [@bb0015]). Besides, a body of evidence implicates also the left insular gyrus (a neighbouring brain structure of the IFG) in speech production ([@bb0031]; [@bb0056]; [@bb0065]; [@bb0070]). A recent review of the clinical and functional imaging literature suggests that the insula participates in articulatory planning and control processes ([@bb001]). Along with STG these areas constitute part of the dorsal pathway that has been proposed to specialise in phonological processing ([@bb0041]; [@bb0084]; [@bb0089]).

The present study also observed associations between white matter lesions in the left temporal and bilateral ventral occipital lobes and impairment in a general visual-to-speech language function, represented by the shared component. Putting together the previously proposed functions of various parts of the visual-to-speech network, here we suggest that impairment in the general language function requiring visual-to-speech interaction can also be the results of disconnection between the occipital and ventral temporal lobes and/or also between the occipital and inferior frontal lobes via the temporal regions.

4.2. Unique neural substrates of object naming {#sec4.2}
----------------------------------------------

We also attempted to dissociate the brain regions recruited especially by object naming. This was done by analysing the neural correlates of object naming with the other three language tasks included as regressors, and also by assessing the 'unique' PCA component that isolated object naming from the other tasks. The 'unique' object naming component was associated with the bilateral anterior temporal lobes, the hippocampi and several cerebellar areas (Analysis 3b). Corroborating evidence was provided by an additional analysis (Analysis 2) using object naming as the variable of interest while controlling for other visual speech production tasks. However, these 'unique' associations did not reach family-wise significance (apart from a cerebellar area). This is probably because the occurrence of cases of deficits at object naming only in the absence of more general language impairment is rather rare.

Nevertheless, we note that the observation of a potential bi-anterior temporal association with object naming is in agreement with previous studies testing semantic dementia ([@bb0051]; [@bb0059]) and temporal lobe epilepsy ([@bb0046]; [@bb0058]; [@bb0096]). These past studies concur that the anterior temporal lobes contribute to semantic representation (see also [@bb0036]; [@bb0080]; [@bb0093]; [@bb00101]; [@bb00108]) necessary for accurate object naming. Putting this together with the results of left-lateralised lesions associated with the shared language component (discussed earlier), our findings are complementary to a proposed model of naming that suggests a left-localised phonological representation system which connects strongly to a bilaterally distributed conceptualisation network ([@bb0060]; [@bb0092]). The unique involvement of cerebellar areas and the hippocampus in object processing is less clear. Recent literature has implicated the hippocampus in some forms of semantic processing ([@bb9001]; [@bb0047]; [@bb0064]; [@bb0088]; [@bb0091]) or processing of complex visual stimuli ([@bb0090]; [@bb0095]; [@bb00105]) and the cerebellum in high-level cognitive operations ([@bb0028]; [@bb0071]). Still, further investigation is needed to clarify the unique contribution of these neural substrates to object naming deficits following stroke.

4.3. Methodological consideration {#sec4.3}
---------------------------------

Our study provides additional evidence for the use of the clinically acquired behavioural and structural imaging data in voxel-based correlation analysis (refer also to [@bb0018]). Specifically, the behavioural data were derived from a large-scale clinical trial of cognitive testing and the CT scans were collected from clinics and hospitals as part of the standard everyday medical practice. Despite being the preferred modality in clinical stroke units (e.g. [@bb0053] reported that CT was used for 72 out of 140 stroke patients at admission), CT images are not usually used in statistical anatomical research. Only recently the first high-resolution CT template (to aid normalisation of the images) was published ([@bb0087]) and image-processing algorithms were improved to make statistical analysis of large CT datasets more feasible ([@bb0035]). This article reported the use of CT scans in automated lesion--symptom mapping to answer a psycholinguistic question and the findings accord with past studies based on other high resolution structural scans.

CT scanning measures tissue density and provides meaningful biological signals, making them relatively easy for comparison across scanner sites. However, CT scans, similar to T1- and T2-weighted MR images, fail to detect cortical dysfunction arising from inadequate cortical perfusion within a region that is structurally intact. Abnormal reduction in perfusion may contribute to cognitive deficits (for example see [@bb0042]; [@bb0054]; [@bb00100]). Besides, it has been shown that lesions caused by ischemic stroke may not be immediately identified when CT scans are acquired too early ([@bb00106]), especially within the first 24 h post-stroke ([@bb0069]). The current study, therefore, excluded scans that were taken less than a day after a stroke. As tissue loss continues for a few weeks to several months after stroke, signals arising from lesioned tissues may vary with time. To control for that, we added the interval between the stroke and the scan acquisition as a covariate measure.

The use of clinical data in general also has a few shortfalls. Behavioural and imaging measurements may not be as accurate as those acquired in a laboratory environment. This is mostly because under the time pressure in clinical settings measurements are designed to capture the most essential diagnostic information at the expense of the reliability gained through trial repetition. However, the advantage we have had here is a much larger sample size compared to a typical lesion--symptom mapping study, as well as the reduced burden imposed on patients wishing to contribute to research. After all, we believe that this represents a reasonable trade-off (for more information about this clinical trial, see also [@bb009]). Moreover, in many past studies patients were pre-selected based on specific lesion locations (e.g. [@bb004]; [@bb0027]; looking at left hemispheric damage only) or cognitive impairment (e.g. [@bb0068]; [@bb0093]; focusing only on specific aphasic patients). Here, we used minimal exclusion criteria, meaning that our results can be generalised to a broad population of patients with sub-acute stroke at large. As another point to note, the four tests included in our comparison all require at least visual and phonological (/motor) processing and both types of processing were captured by the shared PCA component. This restricted the ability to make interpretation on the cognitive processes underlying object naming.

The one-to-one lesion--symptom mapping correlational approach used in VBM is another potential limitation. Object naming is a complex cognitive task and damage to any parts of the cortical network sustaining the underlying cognitive processes would lead to deficits at object naming. The fact that lesions are usually sampled unevenly across the brain in stroke patients ([@bb0074]) may be a limitation for mass-univariate (voxel-wise) analysis since this is likely to reduce the statistical power of identifying brain--function (lesion--deficit) relationship contributed by less frequent lesions (see also [@bb0019]). Yet, it is worth mentioning that the lesion coverage of our patients encompassed the entire brain.

As a final note, the current study used parametric analysis, with both the brain signal and the behavioural measures represented as continuous variables. Compared to having lesions manually delineated by the researchers or any human staff, the brain tissue density was automatically assessed using a unified-segmentation algorithm. This procedure has several advantages. First, it is user independent and hence replicable. Also, it is blind to the cause of tissue reduction and would note any abnormal tissue change. In other words, results may not be attributed solely to 'lesion' per se but there could be other conditions causing neural abnormality. Be that as it may, we argue that overlooking tissue loss that is not primarily caused by a stroke insult (it would be the case in manual lesion delineation procedures) may result in misinformed function--lesion mapping because any abnormal tissue change, whatever the cause, can impair cognitive functioning.

4.4. Implications of the study {#sec4.4}
------------------------------

The clinical and scientific values of the present study are threefold. Firstly, we tested the relevance between object naming and other common spoken language abilities because in many bedside neuropsychological assessments object naming is often tested to indicate retained language function (e.g. in MoCa, MMSE). Our results suggest that deficit at object naming in the majority of patients can be a good predictor for more general language impairment, which is evidenced by the great extent of the shared lesions contributing to a 'shared' language component in a typical clinical population. Secondly, our study provides evidence for the possibility of using data collected primarily for everyday clinical assessment to address a scientific question in the psycholinguistic context. Particularly, clinical CT scans were analysed with the use of the most up-to-date statistical tools that were originally developed for handling high resolution imaging data. As discussed above, our findings correspond with the past literature based on other neuroscience techniques. Finally, to date there are various treatment approaches (and their variations) for naming impairment, or aphasia at large, including explicitly training individuals in whole word naming (with or without provision of particular cues) (for review see [@bb0075]). Another approach to the problem specifically directs at the level of phonologic processor through training in phoneme production and comprehension of phonological sequence knowledge ([@bb0055]). Our data posit that naming deficits are very likely to occur with more generic language impairment in converting visual inputs to speech production. As a result, training tapping into more general language--cognitive processes such as phoneme production and/or visual form recognition may be more beneficial.

4.5. Conclusions {#sec4.5}
----------------

The current study used VBM in a large sample of sub-acute stroke patients to determine the common and dissociable neural substrates of object naming in relation to various language tasks that require visually-driven speech production. We showed a distinction between a large neural network commonly engaged across various language tasks (within the left temporal cortex and its surrounding areas) and a number of potentially specific brain regions (particularly the bilateral anterior temporal lobes) required to support object naming. These findings are in line with the hypothesis that object naming relies on a left-lateralised language dominant system that interacts closely with a bi-anterior temporal network. Beyond this, our work also highlights the value of examining patient performance in object naming in relation to other language tasks, as is done by screens such as the BCoS which provide an overall profile of cognition in patients.

Appendix A. Supplementary data {#s0080}
==============================
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![Stroke lesion overlap map showing the distribution of lesions (based only the patients who had an identified lesion in the brain, n = 237). Lesions were identified using an automated delineation method (outlined in [@bb0035]). Shared voxels (across patients) are shown on a heat map with the deepest red indicating that the most number of participants had that voxel included in their lesion.](gr1){#f0005}

![Voxel-wise statistical analysis of grey matter damage: overall object naming and the shared language component. Note: VBM results showing voxels corresponding to grey matter damage in (red) overall object naming, (yellow) the 'shared' language principal component and (orange) their overlay. Please note that the lesioned areas are coloured according to their significance level in the VBM analysis, where brighter colours mean higher t-values. The numbers in brackets indicate peak MNI coordinates. Rows (1) & (2) show the neural correlates of the results in different views of the brain. Across each row, the first two images are T1-weighted MR images overlaid with statistical parametric maps (SPMs) generated from the VBM analyses. In addition, to further illustrate the possible use of CT scans in lesion--function mapping analysis, SPMs are plotted on CT images (the right-most image across each row) of the same axial views. IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; STG, superior temporal gyrus; FG, fusiform gyrus; POG, posterior occipital gyrus.](gr2){#f0010}

![Voxel-wise statistical analysis of grey matter damage: object naming with control of the performance on other visual speech production tasks and the unique naming component. Note: VBM results showing voxels corresponding to grey matter damage in (blue) object naming after controlling for the other visual speech production tasks, (green) the 'unique' naming principal component and (cyan) their overlay. Please note that the lesioned areas are coloured according to their significance level in the VBM analysis, where brighter colours mean higher t-values. The numbers in brackets indicate peak MNI coordinates. Also refer to the notes in [Fig 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} for further guidelines on viewing the images. L, left; R, right; hippo, hippocampus; STP, superior temporal pole.](gr3){#f0015}

![Voxel-wise statistical analysis of white matter damage: overall object naming and the shared language component. Note: VBM results showing voxels corresponding to white matter damage in (red) overall object naming, (yellow) the 'shared' language principal component and (orange) their overlay. Please note that the lesioned areas are coloured according to their significance level in the VBM analysis, where brighter colours mean higher t-values. The numbers in brackets indicate peak MNI coordinates. On the top row are two T1-weighted MR images overlaid with statistical parametric maps (SPMs) generated from the VBM analyses. In addition, to further illustrate the possible use of CT scans in lesion--function mapping analysis, SPMs are plotted on a CT image (bottom right) of the same axial view as the T1-weighted image above it.](gr4){#f0020}

![Voxel-wise statistical analysis of white matter damage: object naming with control of the performance on other visual speech production tasks and the unique naming component. Note: VBM results showing voxels corresponding to white matter damage in (blue) object naming after controlling for the other visual speech production tasks, (green) the 'unique' naming principal component and (cyan) their overlay. The numbers in brackets indicate peak MNI coordinates. Also refer to the notes in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} for further guidelines on viewing the images.](gr5){#f0025}

###### 

Outline of the cognitive processes underlying the visual speech production tasks in BCoS.

  Tasks                 Object recognition   Word/letter recognition   Action recognition   Semantic   Syntax   Output lexical phonology   Output non-lexical phonology   Articulation
  --------------------- -------------------- ------------------------- -------------------- ---------- -------- -------------------------- ------------------------------ --------------
  Object naming         ✓✓                   X                         X                    ✓✓         X        ✓✓                         X                              ✓✓
  Sentence production   ✓                    ✓                         ✓✓                   ✓          ✓✓       ✓✓                         X                              ✓✓
  Sentence reading      X                    ✓✓                        X                    ✓          ✓        ✓                          ✓                              ✓✓
  Nonword reading       X                    ✓✓                        X                    X          X        X                          ✓✓                             ✓✓

###### 

Descriptive data and average test scores of the sample (N = 280). The scores reflect: Means (standard deviations in parentheses).

  Variables                                     Scores
  --------------------------------------------- ---------------
  Age in years                                  70.88 (14.06)
  Years of education                            10.89 (2.51)
  Stroke--scan interval (in days)               7.26 (13.78)
  Stroke--cognitive screen interval (in days)   24.07 (21.1)
  BCoS cognitive screen tests                   
  i\. Object naming (max = 14)                  10.02 (3.88)
  ii\. Sentence production (max = 8)            6.35 (2.55)
  iii\. Sentence reading (max = 42)             34.49 (13.08)
  iv\. Nonword reading (max = 6)                4.01 (2.26)
  v\. Orientation (general cognitive state)     
  \- Personal info. (max. = 8)                  7.3 (1.63)
  \- Time & space (max. = 6)                    5.48 (0.99)

###### 

Component loadings and correlations between the behavioural scores on each of the BCoS language tests and on the principal components.

                        The shared language component   The unique object naming component                   
  --------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------------------- -------- -------------------------------------------
  Object naming         0.422                           0.795[\*\*](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.840    0.584[\*\*](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Sentence production   0.495                           0.754[\*\*](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.285   −0.078
  Sentence reading      0.489                           0.798[\*\*](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}   −0.461   −0.003
  Nonword reading       0.582                           0.887[\*\*](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.020    0.082

For each component, the first column shows the loadings from each of the language tests and the second column shows the correlation coefficients between the raw scores on each language test and the subject\'s scores on each component.

\*Significant at *p*\<0.05;

Significant at *p*\<0.001.

###### 

Grey matter correlates of Analysis 1 --- overall object naming and Analysis 3a --- a 'shared' language component. Age, gender, years of education, stroke--scan interval, stroke--screen interval and general cognitive state indices (orientation scores) were entered as covariates in both analyses.

                                             Analysis 1: overall object naming (NO control of other language tasks)   Analysis 3a: shared language component                                                                                       
  ------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------- ----- ----- -------- -------------------------------------------- ----- ----- ----- --------
  Fronto-temporal region                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  Left STG (extending into insula and IFG)   5523[\*\*](#nstbl4.1){ref-type="table-fn"}                               −64                                      −12   −3    (4.23)   6516[\*\*](#nstbl4.1){ref-type="table-fn"}   −66   −15   −3    (4.32)
  Temporo-occipital region                                                                                                                                                                                                                         
  Left fusiform                              6486[\*\*](#nstbl4.1){ref-type="table-fn"}                               −22                                      −33   −18   (4.33)   2861[\*\*](#nstbl4.1){ref-type="table-fn"}   −22   −33   −18   (4.22)
  Left posterior occipital                                                                                            −34                                      −79   −17   (4.28)   3135[\*\*](#nstbl4.1){ref-type="table-fn"}   −34   −79   −17   (3.42)
  Right posterior occipital                  3361[\*\*](#nstbl4.1){ref-type="table-fn"}                               14                                       −93   24    (3.8)                                                 10    −91   −9    (3.26)

Note: the first column under each analysis reports the size (number of voxels) of each of the clusters with amplitude of voxels surviving Z = 2.32 (uncorrected). In each cluster, the MNI coordinates (x, y, z) and the peak reliability in brackets (Z) are reported. Acronyms: IFG --- inferior frontal gyrus; STG --- superior temporal gyrus.

*p* \< 0.05 FWE-corrected significant at cluster level.

###### 

Grey matter correlates of Analysis 2 --- object naming after controlling for other language tasks and Analysis 3b --- a 'unique' naming component. Age, gender, years of education, stroke--scan interval, stroke--screen interval and general cognitive state indices (orientation scores) were entered as covariates in both analyses.

                                  Analysis 2: object naming (after controlling for other language tasks)   Analysis 3b: unique object naming component                                                                                       
  ------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------- ----- ----- -------- -------------------------------------------- ----- ----- ----- --------
  Fronto-temporal region                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Left IFG                        668                                                                      −56                                           17    1     (3.06)   1709                                         −56   17    1     (3.14)
  Left ant. STG (covering STP)    482                                                                      −48                                           15    −24   (2.92)                                                −44   14    −23   (2.98)
  Right IFG                       499                                                                      51                                            20    −8    (2.91)   2106                                         50    18    −9    (3.38)
  Right ant. STG (covering STP)                                                                            45                                            12    −17   (2.79)                                                45    8     −20   (3.49)
  Medial temporal region                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  Left hippocampus                857                                                                      −39                                           −30   −5    (3.18)   1387                                         −42   −28   −12   (4.00)
  Right hippocampus                                                                                                                                                           488                                          34    −27   −3    (3.14)
  Occipital region                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  Right posterior occipital       1540                                                                     12                                            −88   25    (3.68)   1156                                         10    −90   30    (3.36)
  Cerebellum                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 
  Middle cerebellar cluster       458                                                                      −6                                            −70   −14   (2.80)   3431[\*\*](#nstbl5.1){ref-type="table-fn"}   −3    −69   −14   (3.41)
  Left cerebellar cluster         2635                                                                     −30                                           −81   −21   (3.46)                                                −15   −87   −27   (3.37)
  Right cerebellar cluster        970                                                                      14                                            −87   −33   (3.58)   1056                                         15    −85   −32   (4.00)

Note: the first column under each analysis reports the size (number of voxels) of each of the clusters with amplitude of voxels surviving Z = 2.32 (uncorrected). In each cluster, the MNI coordinates (x, y, z) and the peak reliability in brackets (Z) are reported. Acronyms: IFG --- inferior frontal gyrus; ant. STG --- anterior superior temporal gyrus; STP --- superior temporal pole.

*p* \< 0.05 FWE-corrected significant at cluster level.

###### 

White matter correlates of Analysis 1 --- object naming and Analysis 3a --- a 'shared' language component. Age, gender, years of education, stroke--scan interval, stroke--screen interval and general cognitive state indices (orientation scores) were entered as covariates in both analyses.

  Analysis 1: overall object naming (NO control of other language tasks)   Analysis 3a: shared language component                                                                                                                                        
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------- ----- ----- -------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----- ----- ----- -------- ------------------------------------------------
  4533[\*\*](#nstbl6.1){ref-type="table-fn"}                               −30                                      −76   −14   (4.41)   29,887[\*\*](#nstbl6.1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                         −32   −76   −12   (5.02)   Left IFOF, ILF, SLF (including AF), right IFOF
  ≫ Left occipital                                                                                                  −28   −27   33       (4.75)                                                                                                          
  4105[\*\*](#nstbl6.1){ref-type="table-fn"}                               15                                       −88   15    (3.97)   \>\> A large cluster of bi-occipital, left temporal and inferior parietal cortices                              
  ≫ Right occipital                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  11,114[\*\*](#nstbl6.1){ref-type="table-fn"}                             −45                                      −33   −12   (5.5)                                                                                                                    
  ≫ Left temporal extending into parietal                                                                                                                                                                                                                

Note: the first column under each analysis reports the size (number of voxels) of each of the clusters with amplitude of voxels surviving Z = 2.32 (uncorrected). In each cluster, the MNI coordinates (x, y, z) and the peak reliability in brackets (Z) are reported. Acronyms: IFOF --- inferior frontal--occipital fasciculus; ILF --- inferior longitudinal fasciculus; SLF --- superior longitudinal fasciculus; AF --- arcuate fasciculus.

*p* \< 0.05 FWE-corrected significant at cluster level.

###### 

White matter correlates of Analysis 2 --- object naming after controlling for other language tasks and Analysis 3b --- a 'unique' naming component. Age, gender, years of education, stroke--scan interval, stroke--screen interval and general cognitive state indices (orientation scores) were entered as covariates in both analyses.

  Analysis 2: object naming (after controlling for other language tasks)   Analysis 3b: unique object naming component                                                                                              
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------- ----- ----- -------- ------------------------------------------ ----- ----- ----- -------- --------------------
  Temporal region                                                                                                                                                                                                   
  2782[\*](#nstbl7.1){ref-type="table-fn"}                                 −44                                           −31   −12   (4.81)   3123[\*](#nstbl7.1){ref-type="table-fn"}   −42   −30   −11   (4.76)   Temporal end of AF
  Cerebellum                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  490                                                                      −8                                            −55   −35   (3.05)   749                                        −4    −52   −35   (3.28)   MCP

Note: the first column under each analysis reports the size (number of voxels) of each of the clusters with amplitude of voxels surviving Z = 2.32 (uncorrected). In each cluster, the MNI coordinates (x, y, z) and the peak reliability in brackets (Z) are reported. Acronyms: AF --- arcuate fasciculus; MCP --- middle cerebellar peduncle.

*p* \< 0.1; \*\**p \<* 0.05 FWE-corrected significant at cluster level.
